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Synthesis of Large Low-Redundancy Linear Arrays

Adriano Camps, Angel Cardama, and D. Infantes

Abstract—Aperture synthesis interferometric radiometers can overcome
mass, weight and mechanical scan limitations of present-day radiometers.
A full antenna array is “thinned” by eliminating selected antennas, while
keeping all possible antenna separations. This brief describes a new tech-
nique for the direct synthesis of low-redundancy large arrays, consisting
in growing small arrays by inserting a seed repeatedly. This technique has
achieved the largest thinned arrays with the least redundancy reported in
the literature.

Index Terms—Aperture synthesis radiometers, baseline, interferometric
radiometers, redundancy, thinned arrays.

I. INTRODUCTION

The basic measurement of a one-dimensional synthetic aperture in-
terferometric radiometer is the complex cross correlationV (u) of the
signals collected by two antennas (1 and 2) at different positions (x1
andx2), u is given byu = (x2 � x1)=�, and� is the electromag-
netic wavelength. In a full array ofN antennas equally spacedu0
wavelengthsV (u) can be measuredN times atu = 0,N � 1 times
at u = 1 � u0, N � 2 times atu = 2 � u0; . . . and only once at
umax = (N�1)�u0. This is an inefficient use of the available antennas,
since most of the measurements are redundant. In 1955, Arsac [1] found
that the greater efficiency can be achieved by spacing theN antennas
out in such a way that the greatest multiple ofu0, umax = Nmaxu0, is
greater than(N � 1)u0 and all multiples up toumax are also present.
The “restricted” minimum-redundancy problem is to find, for a given
N , a spacing pattern of this kind that has maximum efficiency (min-
imum redundancy). The “general” problem allowsNmax to be greater
than the numberM for which all multiples ofu0 up toM � u0 are
present. In this brief we consider only the restricted problem.

RedundancyR is quantitatively defined as the number of pairs of an-
tennas divided byNmax: R = (1/2)N(N � 1)=Nmax [2]. ForN � 4
Arsac [1] found arrays withR = 1 (“zero-redundancy” linear arrays;
ZRLAs), and Bracewell [3] proved that these are the only ZRLAs. In
1956, Leech [4] provided some optimum solutions forN � 11, and
demonstrated that 1.217� R � 1.332 forN ! 1. Although the
solutions provided forN � 11 were not zero-redundant, the redun-
dancy was the lowest possible (R = Ropt > 1: minimum redundancy
linear arrays, MRLA). For larger values ofN > 11, the optimum so-
lutions have not been found, but some semi-empirical and numerical
array patterns that approach Leech’s bounds (low redundancy linear
arrays, LRLA) have been found [4]–[8].

The nomenclature used to denote an array ofN antennas is a brack-
eted list ofN � 1 numbersfx; y; . . . zg indicating the spacing be-
tween adjacent antennas. For example, the ZRLAf1,3,2g (Table I) is
a four-antenna array that looks likexxooxox where crosses indicate
positions occupied by an antenna, and circles void positions.

II. SYNTHESIS OFLOW-REDUNDANCY ARRAYS

This brief describes how, by searching a pattern in their growth, long
LRLAs can be generated from smaller ones. First, when all MRLA
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configurations fromN = 1 to 11 are tabulated (Table I), two patterns
are found.

1) Every new configuration is constructed by inserting an antenna
in the center of the array which is spaced from adjacent ele-
ments a distance equal to the maximum spacing in the array
(maximum number in the list). For example, a family of MRLAs
is generated from the arrayf1; 1; 4; 3g by inserting antennas
at the center spaced 4� u0: f1; 1;4; 3g ! f1; 1;4;4; 3g !
f1; 1;4;4; 4; 3g ! f1; 1;4; 4;4;4; 3g. In this way, a set of op-
timum MRLAs is generated up to theN=Nmax = 8=21 con-
figuration, which is a LRLA (N=Nmax = 8=23 for a MRLA,
Table I).

2) Every new configuration is generated by inserting an antenna at
the end of the array spaced the same length as the most frequent
one. Moreover, the separation between the most distant adjacent
antennas is increased by the same amount. For example, a family
is generated as followsf1; 5; 3; 2; 2g ! f1;7; 3; 2; 2;2g, where
7 = 5+ 2 and 2 has been added at the end of the configuration.

Starting with MRLAs, the sequence of optimum LRLAs that can be
generated finishes at 12/50. ForN = 13,Nmax = 57 instead of the
maximum reported value (58). Larger LRLAs can be generated from
parent arrays with a higher redundancy as described below.

1) The parent array is split into two. WhenN is odd, the number
of elements in the list is even and it is split at the center. When
N is even, the list can be split either at the(N � 1)=2 or at the
N=2 position.

2) Every new array in the sequence is constructed by repeatedly
inserting a number at the position where the list has been split.
This number is equal to the number of antennas(N) in the parent
configuration.

In order to ensure that the array isrestricted, the number in-
serted in the center of the list must appear at least twice. For
example, the array configuration 13/58 can be generated from
the 9/22 following the sequencef1; 1; 4; 2; 3; 7; 3; 1g ! � � � !
f1; 1; 4; 2;9;9;9; 9; 3; 7; 3; 1g or f1; 4; 3; 4; 5; 1; 2; 2g ! � � � !
f1; 4; 3; 4;9;9;9; 9; 5; 1; 2; 2g, and all the intermediate arrays 9/22,
10/31, 11/40, 12/49 are alsorestricted.

Table I summarizes the main results. The first part reproduces
Arsac’s ZRLAs up to 4 antennas. The second part of the table
reproduces some of Leech’s optimum MRLAs up to 11 antennas. The
third part presents the results up to the 30/293 configuration obtained
with the method described in this brief. Array configurations and
redundancies are compared to the ones with the lowest redundancy
reported to date [6]. New array configurations that improve the
existing ones are marked with a star(?). Finally, the fourth part of the
table presents new larger thinned LRLAs, generated from the 30/287
and 30/293 parent arrays by repeatedly inserting 19s and 17s at the
center of the array configuration lists.

III. CONCLUSION

This brief presents a technique to make known small LRLA grow
into very large LRLA. The main advantages of this technique are di-
rect synthesis of very large thinned arrays with very low computation
time and the lowest degree of redundancy reported to date. These con-
figurations can be used to define the array structure of new high reso-
lution synthetic aperture interferometric radiometers. The regularity of
the pattern at the central part of the arrays will facilitate the construc-
tion of space deployable structures.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OFEXISTING ZRLA, MRLA, AND LRLA WITH THE NEW LRLA OBTAINED BY THE PROPOSEDMETHOD. SYMBOLS N :

NUMBER OF ANTENNAS,N : MAXIMUM ARRAY SPACING, R: REDUNDANCY
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